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Summary
• Asia Pacific’s (APAC) property market
offers overseas investors wide ranging
investment opportunities underpinned
by its demographics, urbanisation and
rapidly rising incomes.
• APAC’s high-income economies
provide a lower risk means to access
the region’s growth which is home
to three of the world’s four most
populous nations, all of which are
growing strongly.
• A structural decline in property risk
is attracting low-risk investors from
Europe and North America to
the region.
• Property market de-risking is occurring
bottom-up via the growth of financially
strong APAC corporate property
occupiers, and top-down as domestic
capital seeks high quality incomeproducing assets.
• To allocate capital to the region we
favour a focus on key long-term
themes of population growth
in high-income countries,
the expansion of the middle classes
in APAC’s emerging markets,
and aging demographics.

Introduction
APAC is home to three of the world’s four most populous nations (China, India and Indonesia)
and growing rapidly. Prior to the global financial crisis, offshore investors mostly pursued high risk
property investments to capture the tremendous growth of the region. However, many investors
achieved disappointing returns due to an underestimation of property investing risk within
Asia’s emerging markets. However, we see a structural decline in investing risk within APAC’s
high-income economies which is attracting low-risk overseas investors to the region; they are
allocating capital to diversify risk as well as to potentially achieve higher returns than are available
in their home market.
This paper outlines how offshore investors with a low to moderate risk appetite can allocate
capital to the region. We cover Asia Pacific’s investment landscape in terms of its historic
return performance, its risk characteristics, and the size of the institutional property universe.
We believe APAC’s high-income markets are a lower risk means of accessing the growth of its
emerging markets, as they urbanise and experience a catch-up in incomes with the
industrialised west. The region’s high-income economies benefit from growth in the wider
region in several ways:
• Growth in emerging market consumption. As the middle class populations of Asia’s
emerging markets expand, the consumption of higher value goods and services produced
by neighbouring high-income economies will increase.
• Rise in urban populations within developed economies. The high-income economies
of APAC are attracting investment and highly skilled labour as multi-nationals and
domestic corporates alike view them as spring-boards for accessing opportunities in
Asia’s emerging markets.
• Opening of capital markets. Rising wealth in emerging Asia should generate demand for
lower risk investments in high-income APAC countries including income-producing property.
To achieve the highest risk-adjusted property returns, we believe that investors should focus on
the region’s key long-term economic themes. These translate into specific investment ideas for
allocating capital to APAC’s property markets.

APAC’s higher returns

De-risking of Asia Pacific property

Prior to the global financial crisis many investors pursued high-risk
strategies in the region. However, over the past eight years APAC’s
lower-risk property has outperformed more risky strategies by
250 basis points per annum. Increasingly, overseas investors are
considering lower risk property allocations in APAC to diversify
their property holdings. A key factor driving investor demand is the
outperformance of lower risk property in high-income APAC
countries relative to their home markets (chart 1).

APAC’s recent high property returns have arisen as the market has
de-risked top-down and bottom-up. Bottom-up there are more
large listed corporates headquartered in Asia Pacific today than in
North America (see chart 3). The rise of large APAC corporates indicates
a deep pool of financially strong property occupiers, and the need for
high quality commercial property space. Demand is not driven by the
activities of multi-national corporates alone.
Chart 3: APAC over takes North America in large company rankings
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Chart 2: APAC property returns relative to global ex APAC,
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The APAC property return premium varies from just over 1% for the US
to almost 7% for the UK. The premium widens if the sizeable market
of Japan is excluded. Over the long-term (chart 2) APAC’s high-income
countries (outside of Japan) have sustained higher returns than other
major global markets of between 350 and 400 basis points per annum.
In recent years the return premium has been particularly high due to
the positive spill-over of strong growth within Asia’s emerging markets.

A
Property returns are based upon income-generating investments only (no development or value-add assets are
included). High-income APAC markets are: Japan, Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, New Zealand, Korea
and Taiwan.
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We also see de-risking top down as local pools of investment capital
increase sharply. Accumulation of wealth in Asia’s emerging economies
should lead to the institutionalisation of investment capital, and rising
allocations to lower risk properties globally. Due to strong intraregional trade/investment ties and geographic closeness, a bias in
allocations to high-income APAC markets is likely. We see the growth
of pension and insurance industries as key drivers of local institutional
capital flows into property – and the scope for growth is considerable as
incomes climb in Asia’s emerging markets.
Among the world’s 300 largest pension funds, APAC funds excluding
Japan have recorded annual growth in assets of 15% per annum over
the past decade compared to 6% globally. Japanese pension funds have
historically had little property exposure – we see room for growth in
property allocations despite static fund sizes (chart 4). In the insurance
sector, APAC’s premiums (chart 5) have for a decade been rising at a
double-digit percent pace outside of Japan compared to 2% globally.
Rising wealth should also encourage the further development of listed
property vehicles (including Real Estate Investment Trusts or REITs),
creating better property market depth and liquidity; the listed property
sector in high-income APAC countries is already two-thirds larger than
that of Europe. We see rising participation of listed property companies,
pension and life insurance funds in the APAC property market as
lowering investment exit risks for overseas investors.

Chart 4: APAC Pension fund assets, USD million
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• Income. The demand for investment savings vehicles rises with
incomes, necessitating safe guards on governance, regulation,
and professional standards. As such, we see income as a powerful
indicator of broad investment risk.
• Equity markets. Institutional investors normally seek exposure
to equities ahead of the property sector as long-term investors
(pension funds/insurance) desire a high portfolio weightings to
liquid assets. MSCI classify stock markets according to economic
development, market size/liquidity and accessibility. In descending
order, MSCI classifications are ‘developed’, ‘emerging’ and ‘frontier’
markets. A low risk property investment climate is unlikely to exist
without a well-developed equity market.

There is no single guide to classifying risk. The real estate transparency index produced by JLL is meant to
capture risk but highly investable markets such as Germany and Japan fail to attain the highest ratings,
reflecting the subjective nature of the index and composition.
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Asia Pacific’s property market landscape
Country classification sets the investment allocation framework for
different investor risk profiles (chart 6). We classify according to a
number of other factors: incomes, equity market maturity, and the
sovereign credit rating. None are directly related to the property
market but they describe the broader investing climate within which
property sitsB.
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1: Developed markets: Countries with high incomes, a ‘Developed’ equity market, and high (or better)
sovereign credit rating.
2: Semi-developed markets: Countries with high incomes but lack either a ‘developed’ equity market or a
‘high’ sovereign credit rating.
3: Developing markets: Countries with low/medium incomes, and an equity market classification of emerging
and a minimum credit rating of ‘low’.
4: Emergent markets: Countries with low/medium incomes, and a ‘frontier’ equity market or ‘very low’ credit
ratings which imply a high possibility of default
5: Credit ratings based upon Standard and Poors data: “-A or above” is High or very high, “BBB+ to BBB-”
is medium, “+BB to B-“ is low. Any rating below B- is very low.
Chart only includes APAC countries with a nominal GDP of at least 0.25% of the USA.
Source: IPD, IMF, World Bank, MSCI, Standards and Poors.

Developed/semi-developed markets
We conclude that APAC property investing risk is lowest in Japan,
Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore and New Zealand. They all have
strong equity market standards, good sovereign credit ratings,
and high incomesC. South Korea and Taiwan also have high incomes
but equity market standards are not the highest. We consider them
as ‘semi-developed’.

Income classification is based upon the World Bank’s definition. Low-income = GDP per capita of $1,045 or less
in 2013; middle-income = GDP per capita of more than $1,045 but less than $12,746; high-income economies =
GDP per capita of $12,746 or more.

C
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Developing and emergent markets
Developing countries have low incomes, weak equity market standards,
and poor credit ratings – these features are not conducive to low or
moderate investing risk. Some markets are difficult to ignore despite
their risk. China’s institutional property market is estimated to be
bigger than Australia, while India and Indonesia have the potential
to become large. Emergent markets (such as Vietnam/Myanmar)
don’t have the rudimentary elements of an institutional market,
and are very high risk.

Forward looking investment strategy
Risk classification is a starting point for capital allocation but reflects
only today’s market situation. Risk profiles should improve with rising
incomes. Many markets should migrate to higher investment standards
as incomes rise, leading to lower risk (chart 7). We use IMF projections
for income to highlight how risk may change, grouping countries by
investor risk tolerance:
• Low: A low tolerance for risk should lend itself to investments
predominately in the region’s developed markets, as well as
South Korea and Taiwan. We expect the latter markets to
achieve developed market status in the next decade.

Chart 7: Top-down property allocation according to investor
risk tolerance
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APAC’s high-income countries have a combined institutional property
market size that is 60% of the US by value, or the sum of the UK,
France and Germany. Adding China’s 1st tier cities pushes the universe
close to 70% of the US. Clearly, APAC’s low to medium risk property
investment universe is not as large as North America or Europe
(chart 8), and is heavily skewed to Japan (chart 9). This raises issues on
how investors should allocate to APAC. Two key points to highlight are:

2. Concentration risk. Japan is 45% of APAC’s investment market.
A long-term allocation to APAC is likely to have an underweight
position in Japan, reflecting its weak macroeconomic and
demographic fundamentals. However, a short-term allocation to
Japan should account for how the market is priced, and seek to
exploit the population growth of Japan’s major cities as they draw
in labour from the rest of the country.

• High: Investors may consider exposure to the region’s developing
markets. Entry is mostly via new development but where markets
have experienced significant construction activity, opportunities
may exist in income-producing assets. We consider the ‘emergent’
markets as very speculative, and should only be included within
a highly opportunistic strategy.

markets

The size of the institutional property market

1. Access to core product. The best quality assets are typically
held long-term by local property companies or conglomerates.
Accessibility to core product is likely to be difficult. Investors may
need to take risks to access strong locations, with assets requiring
capital investment, tenant leasing risk, or re-positioning to create
a core asset.

• Medium: In addition to low risk markets, allocations may include
China’s 1st tier cities as they should migrate to semi-developed
status over the next decade. Incomes in China’s 1st tier cities
already exceed the World Bank’s high-income threshold of
USD 12,000 per annum, and are projected to rise rapidly
according to Oxford Economics.

Developed

China’s 1st tier cities ranking likely to rise
We view China’s 1st tier cities as appropriate for medium-risk investors.
The service sector is expanding rapidly in the 1st tier, and accounts for
50% or more of employment; the manufacturing sector is shrinking.
However, China’s 1st tier cities still present a degree of risk to investors
due to uncertainty over land lease renewals at expiry. All land use rights
revert to the government at expiry. Our assumption is zero terminal
value for assets at the end of the land lease. The process of land market
reform is on-going and clarity on this issue should come but is difficult
to price today.

Chart 8: APAC’s low/medium risk property universe vs Europe and
North America (USD trillions)
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Property investment themes
Our property allocation approach is to identify key themes to underpin
investments. Two of our themes centre on capturing growth of APAC’s
developing markets, and one seeks to take advantage of population
aging. We believe a focus on themes is important to identify longer
term investment opportunities, and particularly at a point of the
market cycle where many assets appear overpriced. We detail below
our key themes, and the property sectors that are best positioned to
take advantage of the growth opportunities arising.
1. Urban population growth in high-income countries: Population/
household numbers are rising in many urban centres. Major cities
are strong engines of growth as they attract skilled labour, and can
capture the region’s wider growth potential.
Housing: Housing demand is rising while supply is constrained in
high-income economies to prevent urban sprawl. In most mature
markets, housing demand is likely to outstrip potential supply
over the medium-term. Institutional access is available through
residential development (equity and debt-based) and standing
investments (multi-family).
Urban industrials: Rising consumption should lift urban industrial/
logistics demand. Planning policy favours high value urban land use,
creating potential supply constraints in the low-value industrial
market. Occupier demand for urban industrials is underpinned
by growth in online retail, and the need for cost effective and
fast delivery (next day or even same day). We are wary of holding
logistics assets in green-field locations where new developments
are not supply constrained.

Destination/convenience retail: Consumer spending is an area
of growth where populations are rising but the retail property
market is under pressure from the rise of online retail spending.
However, centres that provide leisure and service-based retailing
are well positioned to produce reliable cash-flows in wealthy
residential neighbourhoods.
2. Expansion of middle classes in developing economies:
Emerging country income growth should substantially increase
the consumption of goods/services produced by APAC’s
developed economies.
Central Business District (CBD) retail and hotels: Out-bound
travel from the region’s large emerging markets is increasing
spending in CBD localities in high-income countries. CBD retail is a
volatile sector but for long-term investors is attractive, particularly
as international retailers seek exposure to growth markets.
Hotels can capture this growth too. We would target well located
mid-market hotels (adjacent to the CBD and transport nodes)
in major cities across the region. A long-term lease to a strong
hotel operator should de-risk investments.
Student accommodation: An expanding Asian middle class
population is propelling demand for overseas education as local
standards lag aspirations. Australia is a large recipient of overseas
students. Demand is rising in Singapore/Hong Kong while Japan is
also making attempts to become more open to foreign teachers/
students. Accommodation in residential neighbourhoods, and next
to transport nodes, should have capital values underpinned by
alternative use possibilities.
3. Population ageing in developed markets: Many countries in APAC
are ageing rapidly. Japan is the most advanced in the region but
others are following such as China and Korea.
Nursing homes: The senior residence market is expected to
experience strong growth in the next decade due to the post-war
baby boom, and increasing longevity. Investment considerations
should focus on non-discretionary, assisted living care homes
aimed at wealthy over 75 year olds. We believe a strategy focused
on self-pay facilities in urban areas close to hospitals/medical
facilities, and transport nodes, are the strongest opportunity for
investors. Nursing homes are not without risk due to the limited
pool of high quality operators though the number of strong players
should grow as the assisted care market expands.
Convenience retailing: The healthy elderly will increasingly want to
locate near to major population centres to access health care, and
will depend upon local convenience retail for necessities and social
interaction. Retail with a non-discretionary focus and next
to transport nodes in urban areas should give rise to stable
property cashflows.
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No offices?
Rising income and wealth in the region should support employment
growth in professional and financial services industries, creating
demand for office space. However, long-term office investment
performance has been poor due to the ease of new developments
(mostly through redevelopment of existing sites), and due to
improvements in building space efficiencies.
We don’t rule out office investments. The most attractive office
investments are likely to be short-term cyclical plays where values
have suffered a significant drop; few such opportunities exist at
present. Other sectors have delivered higher long-term returns,
and the residential sector stands out strongly (see chart 10).
Chart 10: Capital value performance (1981 to 2014), % per annum
change in US dollars
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China’s slowdown – is it a problem?
Concerns are growing over the Chinese economy and the spill-over
to the rest of APAC. The slowdown so far appears to be matching
developments previously observed in both Japan and Korea. At a similar
level of income to China today, both Japan and Korea recorded softer
growth; we view the slowdown as a natural progression as income
levels rise. Moreover, a slowdown in Chinese growth is desirable as
it shifts to employment rich, service/consumer based growth,
and away from an unsustainable investment driven growth model.
We believe APAC’s advanced economies are in a strong position to
capitalise on China’s next growth phase, which should favour the types
of higher value-added goods and services that they produce. We see
evidence for this from upbeat hiring plans; APAC businesses focussed
on the service sector in particular are still expanding firmly. As a result,
office demand in high-income countries is back above its long-term
trend (chart 11), while a similar upward movement is evident in China.
We believe the strength of office occupation in China’s 1st tier cities
confirms the dominance of the service economy, and has helped to at
least partially offset a significant slowing of the industrial sector.
Chart 11: APAC office property occupationG
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Conclusion
Property investing risks in Asia Pacific’s developed markets,
like Australia, Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong, are similar to Europe
and North America while also offering investors exposure to high
potential growth. Developed APAC markets are becoming less risky
due to rapid growth in the number of large financially strong local
corporates – this trend has further to go given the long term growth
of the region. Matching the expansion of the occupier base, there is
a structural rise in domestic institutional capital which is translating
into rising demand for APAC’s income-producing property. This is an
important development that creates property market depth, and gives
overseas investors multiple exit options when they seek to sell.
China’s economic slowdown casts a short-term shadow on APAC
economies but we see the region’s high-income countries in a strong
position to capitalise on China’s next growth phase. Note that even as
China’s growth rate slows further, the overall expansion of APAC GDP
should remain substantially above Europe and North America over the
medium-term. Moreover, in India, Asia’s other emerging giant, growth
prospects have brightened considerably due to the steady progress that
Narendra Modi’s government has made on economic reforms.
We see immense growth potential from India’s huge domestic market
and expanding middle class with the benefits of growth likely to spread
to the rest of APAC.

Investors have several means of accessing APAC’s property markets,
and are not confined to higher risk avenues such as property
development. Nonetheless, buying lower-risk assets can be a challenge
as many domestic investors are long-term holders of better quality
properties. Overseas investors may need to take some degree of
risk to access strong locations. Over time, we expect the size of the
institutional property market to expand, commensurate with growth
in APAC’s economic size.
At this point of the market cycle, our main concern is that prime
properties in major APAC cities appear overpriced, and we advocate
avoiding such markets. Outside of prime assets there are various means
of investing based upon key long-term themes of population growth
in high-income countries, rising incomes in APAC’s emerging markets,
and aging demographics. Investors should look to take advantage
of these themes where medium-term value can be identified.
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